More Pun Quiz misdefinitions. In parenthesis are the letters in the answer; (4|4) is a charade, an eight letter word that splits into a four plus four letter pun. My answers are out back.

1. absorb alcohol (6)
2. alcohol absorbed (6)
3. Royal VD is edible! (4 5)
4. a living allowance (4 3 3 4)
5. carry something too far (4|4)
6. long canine porn movie (6 3 5)
7. blow us over with toilet gas (4|2)
8. a booby trap (in two senses!) (3)
9. grave manicure jargon (3 5 3 3 4)
10. nuclear-free zone for biologists (9)
11. boxer that covers rock—or v.v. (5|6)
12. drink obtained from beef jerky (4|5)
13. thieves with no sense of humor (5 7)
14. stew with the dishcloth removed (3|3)
15. smooch on and on, tied together (4 3 4)
16. a rooster taken in by the shell game (4|6)
17. soft feathers on the back of a bird (2|4 4)
18. twice as good as normal flag-waving (6 8)
19. one who speaks up for another for fun (13)
20. Remember the plight of the grizzly! (4 2 4)
21. sixty-nine fish that rule the Universe (3 3 4)
22. Crawl, don’t use feet. No meters either. (4 5)
23. What won’t hold water until halved? (1 4 2 7)
24. extremely hot progressive hybrid music (4|4 6)
25. gypsy up a coconut tree engrossed in a book (4 6)
26. using lit cigarettes in prisoner interrogations (5-6 5)
27. undercover skirt chaser in snazzy wool suit (4 2 6 8)
28. stalk a white-collar worker (like everyone else?) (6 4)
29. A goodnight wish that is a recipe for a hangover. (5 5.)
30. a chance anomaly in a cyclotron that resembles a quark (5)
31. Any given thing passes away, so do whatever you want. (8 4.)
32. orgasm from sniffing the shoe of another man’s wife (7 3 2 3 5 4)
33. They reduce the bright glare of starlight—by dilating the eyes! (5|6)
34. An art gallery in Paradise? A toothless bunch of animals actually. (4|4)
35. a very personal, yet shockingly common, scatological question (3 2 3 2?)
36. All the little demons in power are in league with no fear of prosecution. (3|5)